
M ost of my friends and family

have already dismissed me as

an eccentric because I take off

for the high mountain climbs

every season the snow melts.

Why can’t I join the mainstream rush to the drive-

able hill retreats, they ask me. All I tell them is what

I am sharing with you now, that there’s no bigger

joy than the nirvana at the mountain top after a

hardy long trek, no celebration bigger than the one

where you have tested and surpassed your mind and

spirit, no party that gives you a Himalayan high and

no temple that renews your faith. 

It’s so metaphorical, the slipping, falling, clam-

bering, even crying with pain on the slopes. And

then finding yourself in a lily meadow, camping

under a starry night, the breeze coursing through

your pores and embalming your soul. It’s like break-

ing up and becoming whole again. For another day

in the journey called life.

A 12-hour drive criss-crossing four states gets

me away from the sweltering heat of Delhi and into

a few layers of woollens. My destination is Sairopa,

a quaint little village by a cascading mountain stream

in the Tirthan valley where I meet up with my host

Ankit Sood, a campaigner and conservationist for

the western Himalayan environment. I am on the

fringes of civilisation and the gateway to the wild. A

compulsive trekker himself, Ankit has meticulously

planned out my logistics for the next four days in the

Great Himalayan National Park. The temperate and

alpine ecosystems combine here in one geographical

sweep which makes this a virtual animal planet. And

it is the glaciers here that have birthed some of our

great rivers, the Indus, Beas and Sutlej.

The Tirthan river gushes down as I leave the

motorable road at Gushaini village. From here, it is

an eight-kilometre walk to the park gate. With two

porters for company, I slowly move out of my mobile

network and into blissful wilderness, passing a cou-

ple of hamlets, where children wave out to me like

cheerleaders. We gently rise above the Tirthan, its

white water repeatedly crashing into boulders and

creating small turquoise pools along its banks. The

forest towers above me like a protective canopy, the

pine, oak and deodar crowning together under a

summer sun. The rhododendrons are spilling out of

their pod, their bright flaming red robbing the shim-

mer off the silver oak. Our footfalls get muffled by

the lichen that has clawed over fallen leaves and

pine needles.

The overwhelming bigness and silence of the

surrounds helps me spot an amazing array of birds

without much effort — Bulbuls, Laughing thrushes,

White eyes, Flycatchers, Warblers and more.

Craning through my field glasses, and following the

birds flit from tree to tree, I seem to have unwittingly

padded on some shrubs and rocks and brought out

the skinks and monitor lizards. Finding the unfami-

liar, chocolatey smell of the Snickers that I am mun-

ching on, they get nosey and peep out of crevices.

But I get drawn by clumps of iris scattered all over

the place. So excited am I to see these purple 

flowers in bloom that I ask my porters to stop. They

race towards me thinking I have brushed myself

against a stinging nettle and one of them even grabs

a cannabis leaf growing in the wild to heal my sup-

posed wound. But as a trekker, I’ve learnt the deli-
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AANNAANNDDAA  BBAANNEERRJJEEEE goes tre
kking in the Tirthan Valley and doesn’t

mind the steep clim
b to set up an encounter with the rare Western

Tragopan, the state bird of Himachal Pradesh. Along the way he

finds frie
nds in a Mumbai DJ, a 65-year-old German trekker and her

grandson and even celebrates a birthday under the moon
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logs only to retire to my tent after a simple but deli-

cious dinner cooked by the porters.

I am woken early by bird songs, an un-orches-

trated choir. The Blue whistling thrush has a con-

stant pitch and gets itself heard above the caco-

phony of laughing thrushes. The Yuhinias, Tits,

Warblers and Rufous sibias keep the rhythm going,

branch to branch, tree to tree. Their boundless 

energy inspires me to get ready for the steep climb

in the course of the day. The trek to Shilt is more or

less a vertical track of 1,000 m. And I have to be

back at Rolla by sundown. But it is in this terrain that

you find the enigmatic and beautiful Western

Tragopan, the state bird of Himachal Pradesh,

belonging to the pheasant family. And I don’t want

to miss my date with it.

Fortified with enough glucose, energy bars and

packed food, we proceed from Rolla, gaining height

with every step, often hunkering down on all four to

get a better grip and pull ourselves up. Soon, I get a

bird’s eye view of our camp and the river. It’s tough

negotiating the next few turns, sometimes belly-

crawling, sometimes clinging to branches, some-

times spread-eagling myself against boulders
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cate art of tip-toeing past this troublesome weed,

hands held high, like a gesture of surrender. Only

this is willful surrender to nature. Rows and tufts of

the iris shrub roll down the lower hills, the sun and

shade from the trees creating a magical web with

specks of blue. We wade through a small stream

with a water wheel, cross a wooden bridge and go

around a quaint cottage with a patch of greens and

shocking pink rose bushes, all making for a picture-

book countryside. 

After a little over two hours of trekking, we

reach the gate of the park while the Tirthan roars by

the side. We have to go further to Rolla, so we take

a small break. As we sit and munch some more

Snickers, my eyes catch a shepherd tending his

sheep below a steep rock face on a small patch of

green on the far side. Down below, it sure looks

edgy but seems both man and animal here are sure-

footed. By the river, the birds are swooping down

for their happy hours of a meal and drink. I notice

the usual White-capped and Plumbeous redstarts

and lots of Brown dippers on the boulders. The dip-

pers are nesting, so they constantly dive into the

water, search for insects at the bottom of the tor-

rent, then pop back to the surface and fly back to

their babies sitting high and dry on the rocks. In the

forest, a stunning Ultramarine flycatcher gives a

chance sighting but eludes my camera. We cross a

bridge to the other side of the Tirthan. The path

becomes narrower and rockier but never leaves the

sight of the river, which shimmers like our guiding

light.

The mountain weather gets as fickle as ever; the

brilliant cobalt suddenly turns grey as the sun hides

behind the clouds. And just as we speed up, think-

ing we will be drenched, we turn a sharp bend to

find the sun smiling at us again. In a short time, we

reach our camp site at Rolla, a tiny patch of green by

the river that has just about squeezed itself between

two mountains. I dip my tired feet in the icy waters

to take away the heat of the trek. With the sun on

the wane, the temperature drops sharply and we get

a campfire going well before darkness. Some of the

clouds sink lower into this valley bowl, hovering over

us, damp and cold. I huddle closer to the burning
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One of the many
bridges over the Tirthan 

Why go there
The Great Himalayan
National Park is home to
more than 375 faunal
species. So far, 31
mammals, 181 birds, three
reptiles, nine amphibians,
11 annelids, 17 molluscs
and 127 insects belonging
to six orders have been
identified and documented.
Most of the Himalayan
fauna has been given
protection under the high
priority protection category
of Schedule I of the Indian
Wildlife (Protection) Act,
1972. The Great
Himalayan National Park
forms part of the boundary
between four ecological
zones: 
nThe dry deserts of interior
Asia and the well-watered
lowlands of the Indian
plains 
nThe Oriental and
Palearctic faunal realms 
nThe high plateau of Tibet
and the Himalayan peaks,
and 
nThe catchments of the
Beas and Sutlej Rivers, both
mighty tributaries of the
Indus

The Tirthan tumbles
down its rocky course
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female is soaring around, he’s crept out of his hol-

low in the trees and is showing off his stuff, two blue

horns on his head, like the Greek God Pan after

whom he is named. He responds ardently, full-

throated, his neck bulging into lappets that appear

purple with pink margins. Wou-weee, he goes as he

balloons himself up to catch her fleeting eye. I peep

out a little more to appreciate the finesse of his coat

and notice each white spot is encircled by a crimson

band. But curiosity is my undoing. He flies off, sens-

ing alien presence. And I haven’t even got him on

camera. Maybe he is a mythical creature, more seen

and talked about, but never within human reach.

We move uphill to reach Shilt beyond the tree

line in three hours, which even the porters agree, is

an achievement. Coming from the dark forests

perched precariously on sharp cliffs. But the giant

oaks and deodars stretch out their friendly arms,

waiting to cushion my every fall. I find myself rea-

sons to take this challenge. And soon enough find

answers, in the dots of survival below, where

humans and cattle appear no different. In the drop-

down blue valleys and the snow-covered peaks 

a hand and palm away. Am I on the stairway to

heaven? If this is my final moment of ascension, I am

ready. I shut my eyes. 

And open them to find a ghoral or mountain

goat, silhouetted against the sun up ahead. This 

certainly isn’t God’s messenger. Or maybe he is

telling me that I would have to graze more earthly

pastures, cut my teeth as it were. I take out my field

glasses and find a whole herd of ghorals, their grey-

brown hide merging seamlessly with the terrain.

Only when they move can you make out their form,

so well-camouflaged they are against predators. The

silence of the forest is broken by the drumming of a

Himalayan woodpecker, tapping its beak furiously at

a pine trunk, determined to find its feed in the bark.

Its red crown flickers when it catches a ray of light

swinging back and forth. Other birds follow such as

the Tree-creeper, Nutcracker and the Niltava.

After about two hours of following the sinuous

ridge, the trail flattens out among spruce trees,

which are even taller and bigger, soaring to well over

100 ft and about four to five feet in diameter. We

hear the piercing calls of a flying pheasant but don’t

see it. My porters pan the skies and trees above 

but I throw myself back to the ground amid the 

bobbing flowers. There are tiny violets, may apples,

Solomon’s seal and trillium, may be a throwaway

slice of the Garden of Eden. 

But my porters won’t let me be and wend their

way down a ledge. Before I can ask why, they hush

me up and make hand gestures to follow their steps,

controlled and noiseless. As they hedge their way

around, moonwalking along a slippery ridge, I can-

not help but crunch a few leaves and snap a few

twigs. Suddenly, the porter in the lead stops and

motions me to take cover. Looking down a steep

drop to the left, I make myself scarce by clinging to

an old tree stump as unobtrusively as possible. My

porters ask me to lie low as we hear the pheasant

calls again. I turn and another 100 feet below me on

the right is a spectacular male Western Tragopan

standing out in the open. He is on a small ridge

between the slope that we are on and another area

with a low understorey of ringal bamboo.

It’s mating season and this one’s a male, with a

spectacular black and white spotted coat, a bright

orange crown and a blue neck. Sensing that a
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(Clockwise) Whiskered
yuhina; Grey-hooded
warbler; Little-pied
flycatcher; the Chanani
peaks; rhododendrons in
full bloom; Lammergeier
in flight, Blue-caped rock
thrush and Verditer
flycatcher

Getting there
By Air: Air India flies twice
a week to Kullu, the
nearest airport, from Delhi. 

By Rail: The nearest railway
station is at Joginder Nagar
(Mandi), 100 km. 

By road: The park is
approximately 500 km by
road from Delhi. One can
take the GT Road (NH 1)
and then head straight to
Aut in Mandi district by
NH 21. You could stay over
at Chandigarh and
Swarghat. Once at Mandi,
you should head to the
Pandoh gorge. After
Pandoh comes the small
town of Aut from where a
link road goes across the
bridge over Beas River into
the Banjar valley. The park
is located here. This trip can
be made by a private
vehicle. Private and 
state-run buses to the region
are also available.
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below, you feel like Maria Von Trapp in the opening

sequence of The Sound of Music, light-hearted and

giddy with passion, bounding across a meadow full

of yellow flowers. It’s a wonder moment of a genie

uncorked from a bottle and I gaze at the snow-

capped peaks of Rakhundi and Chanani rising from

the wild grass, beckoning me to run to them. This 

is clearly a pleasure for the chosen few. The

Lammergeier or the bearded vulture soars below my

feet as I live an enchanted moment on top of the

world, with the jumble of hills bowing to me. 

Returning to Rolla, I get company in a fascinat-

ing duo of a 65-year-old German grandmother

trekking with her 17-year-old grandson. Bonding?

No. Testing each other? No. Just pure fun, they say

as we settle around a fire with a cup of tea and

biscuits. We are joined by another group of

young Mumbaikars — DJ Mukul, Binal, Shaan

and Ami — who are on their first Himalayan

trek. It’s a full house and time flies around the

bonfire with generous helpings of tea and

snacks courtesy the fresh arrivals. We exchange

notes about the climb since I am a returnee and

are united in our purpose of running away

from our chaotic city lives. Delhi, Mumbai,

Berlin, it doesn’t matter which, a grind is a

grind. Turns out it is Ami’s birthday. There’s no

cake but celebrate we must. I bring out my

Toblerones which Ankit had packed in good

numbers and the German grandma manages a

loud whistle, blowing a blade of grass held

between two thumbs. In Germany, cowherds

communicate with each other in the Alps by

hooting this way. And then the Gods join the

party. A full moon slides out of the black

mountains and floods the tiny river gorge like a

spotlight. We don’t need torch light or the fire.

All of us look up and utter the same word,

“Wow.” A motley crowd of wanderers think-

ing alike for one brief moment. And as the

silken river rustles over its rocky course, Ami

says this is the most extraordinary birthday that

she will ever have.

The following morning takes me further

along the river into the forest. The Germans are

headed to Shilt, the Mumbaikars want to trek

along the river. Mine is a virgin trail, so I have

to loop over boulders, pad softly through land-

slides, jump over fallen trees, go uphill and

downhill, cower under the alder, circle the

poplar, tunnel under the willow. That’s how I

find exotic shrubs and herbs such as Daphne,

Desmodium, Indigofera, Soraria and Vibur-

num. I flush out a Khaleej pheasant but it goes 

hither thither, tiring me out enough to give up the

chase. Meanwhile, my porter friends are pricked to

attention and never let me out of sight. They had

seen a broken anthill, clearly an indication that the

Himalayan black bear had walked these paths in

search of food. It hides in dark spaces and my friends

insist I abandon the idea of roaming the woods.

After traversing a number of bridges, old and

new, I reach Chalocha. A forktail shows up briefly

along the stream but I get no other activity. As my

porters halt by the stream, I take a power nap under

a rhododendron bush. 

I catch up with my Mumbai friends on the way

back, cavorting in the white water around the half
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A shepherd guides his
sheep over the rock face

Contact
http://www.greathimalayannationalpark.com
09418102083, 09418204666
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way mark from Rolla. They have been trying to fish

trout, most likely to be found in these icy waters.

But it’s not an easy task because you can’t sit at one

place, you have to trek the stretch of the bank look-

ing for a suitable pool. Even if you do, the trouts are

intelligent, camouflaging themselves in submerged

rocks. Ami gets excited when she feels a tug in her

line but is mighty disappointed to find a tadpole!

They decide to give up and we walk back to Rolla

where the Germans are back from Shilt. They have

missed the Tragopan but have been rewarded by

many sightings of the Monal pheasant. 

It rains on the last day, confining us to our tents.

But then the sky clears up a little short of noon,

allowing us to climb down as planned. It’s rained on

purpose, I reason. Or we would have never held

hands while walking the wet and slippery forest,

never seen the slate-headed parakeets whoosh

down the gorge waving their long yellow tails at us, 

never walked with strangers in the mist and 

definitely never ever seen a rainbow dissolve in our

souls. Some moments are better felt than seen, so

be here. o
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(Above) Shilt meadow and (left) the Rolla campfire 
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